
Public Lending Right invites writers to comment on the PLR Scheme 
its future priorities and the broader context of authors’ rights
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At Public Lending Right’s invitation, writers 
talk. They talk about the Scheme, what 
it means to them and the wider context 
of authors’ rights of which it is part; they 
comment on the digital age - the opportunity 
and threat it offers them and the possibilities 
for PLR; they explore the harsh commercial 
reality of writing for a living.   

Many writers depend on their PLR payment 
to survive - no surprise when a typical writer 
earns 33% less than the national average 
minimum wage.  

Like it or not we’re in the digital age. Our 
creative economy is booming as businesses 
proliferate offering new ways to access 
anything and everything, including the 
written word. It’s a time of great opportunity 
for writers. But are we looking after them?  
Can they still earn a living? If not, what will 
happen to those vital words, the currency on 
which so much of society and the creative 
economy depends?

Writers who talk:
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Public Lending Right (PLR) is the right that authors have to be paid by 

the government for the use of their work through the nation’s public library 

system;  a right established by Act of Parliament in 1979. Every time you 

borrow a book from a public library, the writer and other contributors to the 

content receive a payment.    

The payment is calculated annually by dividing the PLR fund by the number 

of book loans. These loans are recorded by public libraries and collated 

at the PLR office. In 2007 writers received 5.98 pence per loan. For many 

authors these few pence per loan add up to provide a vital part of their 

annual income. Over the last 24 years PLR has distributed over £101 million 

to writers and other PLR rightsholders.
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Foreword 

Writers Talk is the first in a new series of annual publications from PLR 

which will discuss the role and importance of PLR, not just in the literary 

world, but as part of national and international culture. The arts and media     

have probably never gone through such a period of change as they are 

experiencing at the moment, and it’s important that organisations like PLR 

are informed about - and responsive to – these innovations.

 

Writers Talk includes an overview of the current PLR situation by Jim 

Parker, just starting his fourth term as Registrar of PLR. Maureen Duffy, 

one of the invaluable pioneers who made into reality the pipedream of 

writers getting payment for their library borrowings, provides a history of 

the campaign. Barry Turner, author, journalist and former publisher, and 

member of the PLR Advisory Committee, anticipates the need for PLR to 

take account of a future which will inevitably advance the digitisation of the 

written word. And Danuta Kean provides a fascinating – if dispiriting –

analysis of the economic realities facing today’s authors. Needless to say, the 

opinions expressed by the last three contributors are their own, rather than 

the official line of PLR.

What comes through in all of the articles is the continuing importance to 

writers of the money they receive as their right from PLR payments. The 

contribution of literature to the creative economy is hard to quantify, but 

undoubtedly massive, and PLR continues to do its bit by helping the 

nation’s authors obtain some of the commodity most essential to them: time 

to write.   

SIMON BRETT
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The Registrar, Jim Parker //
The Continuing Importance of PLR 
to Authors

This year marks the 24th year of payments to authors under the PLR 

scheme. In February we distributed over £6.8 million, the highest amount to 

date, to just under 24,000 writers, illustrators, editors and translators whose 

books had been borrowed from public libraries across the UK 

during 2005-06.

PLR was established in 1979 by Act of Parliament. The scheme’s rules of 

operation received parliamentary approval in 1982 and the first payments 

were made in 1984. Those with longer memories may recall the protracted 

campaign fought by authors for PLR. The principle is now well established. 

The last Culture Secretary, Tessa Jowell, noted in her 2005-06 report to 

parliament on the scheme’s operation ‘the widespread recognition for the key 

role it plays in supporting the literary endeavours of the country’s authors on 

which so much of the creative economy depends.’

Some 37,000 authors have now registered for PLR and the scheme 

continues to expand with around 1,200 new authors signing up each year. 

The statistical sample of book loans data on which payments are based also 

continues to grow. The first payments in 1984 were made on the basis of 

book lending by 16 branch libraries; this year’s sample included 1,100 

branches in 39 library authorities representing over 22% of all UK public 

library book loans.

From the feedback we receive from authors, it is clear that PLR is 

providing them with important financial support. And this applies even 

to those whose popularity with library borrowers qualifies them for PLR’s 

maximum payment of £6,600. Many of the most-borrowed authors are not 

high street bestsellers and rely heavily on their library sales and PLR income 
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for their livelihoods. 80% of these told PLR in a recent survey that their 

PLR money remains a core part of their income. They include children’s 

writers and illustrators, genre fiction writers whose books tend to be found 

in libraries rather than bookshops, and retired writers whose back list is still 

being requested in libraries. Later in this volume, Danuta Kean discusses 

the issues facing authors today.

No one can earn more than PLR’s maximum payment of £6,600 and the 

money clawed back as a result of the threshold goes to supplement what 

the lower earners receive. But for many authors it is not just the money that 

is important. By providing an annual statement detailing the loans of their 

books PLR has opened a window on their library borrowings. The national 

trends revealed by the PLR figures published every February are now widely 

used. For authors, PLR provides something more: accurate knowledge of an 

unseen audience of readers throughout the country.

How does today’s PLR situation compare with that first year of payments in 

1984? The scheme’s provisions have been fine-tuned regularly by successive 

governments over the years on the advice of the PLR Advisory Committee. 

This responsiveness to authors’ views has helped engender the real sense of 

ownership that they feel for PLR. But there has been no fundamental 

departure from the original principles set out in the 1979 Act. The scheme 

continues to be managed by a government-appointed Registrar, funding 

comes from central government (not from library budgets), only authors (not 

publishers) qualify for payment for loans of their (printed) books from public 

(not school or college) libraries. But the context in which the scheme 

operates has changed and the Registrar and the Advisory Committee are 

looking at the implications of these changes for the future of the scheme.

THE REGISTRAR, JIM PARKER //
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In recent years the concept of the creative economy has emerged in 

recognition of the important contribution made by the creative industries to 

the country’s income and as a means of providing evidence of the return that 

the UK gets from public investment in the arts and culture. The publishing 

industry’s exports have been valued at £1.5 billion in 2004 (i). Underpinning 

this success is the creativity of thousands of individual writers, illustrators 

and other contributors to works published in this country. PLR plays a 

modest but important role in the financial and moral support it provides to 

authors in today’s global market. Increasingly it is seen as part of the wider 

income that creators derive from the exploitation of their work in different 

formats and through different media. Developments in the field of authors' 

rights over the last thirty years are looked at in more detail by Maureen 

Duffy in her contribution to this volume.

The international PLR scene has also been transformed. In 1995, when we 

hosted the first international PLR conference here in England, 15 countries 

had PLR schemes. All of the EU member states now have a legal obligation 

to establish PLR systems and the European Commission has shown itself 

prepared to go to the courts to ensure enforcement. Advice and know-how 

has been provided through the international PLR network that we co-

ordinate. The result is that there are now 27 countries with PLR systems, 

and several others will follow shortly. Three of these – Germany, Austria and 

the Netherlands – make payments to UK authors for loans of their books in 

those countries.

THE CONTINUING IMPORTANCE OF PLR TO AUTHORS 

(i) Staying ahead: the economic performance of the UK's  

creative industries, DCMS, 2007, p232.
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The context in which authors’ works are used in public libraries is also 

changing.  Reference book collections in public libraries are being replaced 

by digitised sources of information and although e-books haven’t arrived in 

UK libraries yet in a big way, compared with say Sweden or Denmark, the 

pace of digitisation in publishing has increased over the last year. At the 

same time large-scale digitisation projects in major libraries internationally 

raise important issues about how authors’ rights over use of their works in 

digital format will be protected and a fair return for the use of their work 

ensured. The PLR Advisory Committee has set up a working group to look 

at the implications for PLR of these developments, and Barry Turner looks 

at these questions in more detail later in this volume. 

Digital access of course recognises no territorial boundaries nor distinctions 

between different types of library. A significant change since the early days 

of the scheme is the calling into question of the definition of a public library. 

There are already a number of projects in this country which will bring 

together school, college and local authorities to share facilities and provide 

access to wider constituencies of user. Current government draft legislation 

aimed at encouraging the development of locally run community services is 

also likely to result in changes to traditional library demarcations. 

The PLR scheme needs to be able to adapt to these changes if it is to 

remain relevant to the world in which it operates.   

JIM PARKER 

© Registrar of PLR
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 'Take away from English authors their copyrights, and you would very soon 

take away from England her authors.' Anthony Trollope, 1883

Authors' rights in Britain have a long history. In less than two years time it 

will be three centuries since the first Copyright Act, in the reign of Queen 

Anne. We should be proud of this achievement but the very longevity of 

authors' rights in this country brings with it certain drawbacks. If we were 

beginning again to invent such legislation in our own very different times we 

would, no doubt, do things differently. While our continental colleagues have 

a true Droit d'Auteur we have a typically British compromise, a pragmatic 

property right which makes it psychologically easier to divorce a work from 

its creator and transfer it to a second or third party.    

This encourages the perception in the public mind that infringement of 

copyright, theft, is a victimless crime. An entrepreneur, often a faceless 

corporation, stands between the author and the consumer. There are even 

some, including lawyers, who claim that the original Act of Queen Anne was 

to protect and benefit publishers but the wording is unequivocal. The 

purpose of the Act is to enable 'learned men' to go on writing books for the 

benefit of society and that, with the necessary extension to other arts and 

media, remains the core function of copyright today.

By the nineteenth century it was clear that the earlier Act needed updating as 

education spread and with it the demand for literature of all kinds to satisfy 

new appetites. But the whole concept was under attack from those who then 

as now believed that access should be free. Anthony Trollope in his 

autobiography of 1883 gave our answer which forms the epigraph to this 

piece and is still valid today. ‘Take away from English authors their 

Maureen Duffy //
PLR and Authors' Rights
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copyrights, and you will very soon take away from England her authors.'

Increasingly the appetite for books couldn’t be satisfied by sales which, even 

when I was a child, priced books beyond the reach of most people. To fill this 

gap there came first the circulating subscription libraries, then the free public 

library network. I remember my first visits, aged six, just before the outbreak 

of World War II, up the enormous, as it seemed to me then, stone staircase 

to that treasure house of books, and my mother and I coming away with our 

full complement of six to be devoured in a week, for her Ernest Raymond 

and Hugh Walpole, and for me tales of Reddy Fow and Little Jerry muskrat 

or Out With Romany.       

Once again a post war explosion in education triggered a huge increase in 

the demand for books, and loans from public libraries rose to exceed those 

of any other Western country. At the same time the rising cost of living, from 

many causes, eroded the comfortable income that writers had been able to 

make from their work. The demand grew for recompense for library loans, 

pioneered by the novelist John Brophy as the ‘Brophy penny’.  

Successive campaigners took it up. Then in 1972 an Arts Council enquiry 

resulted in the recommendation that a percentage should be added to the 

sale price for library books, to be split between the publisher who would pass 

on the authors' share as a royalty. This confiscated the thirteen million books 

on shelves without compensation and had the added danger that such 

royalties would be set against unearned advances. Librarians also opposed 

the price increase that this would mean. A group of writers determined to 

come up with our own solution.   

MAUREEN DUFFY //
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A typical seventies pressure group sprang up, the Writers' Action Group 

or WAG, demanding public funding for a public service, direct payment to 

authors based on loans, the use of a statistical sample and such 

computerisation as existed, including  electronic bar-coding, to keep down 

costs. The full story can be read in Whose Loan is it Anyway? We lobbied 

Parliament and the TUC, contacted computer specialists and a London 

University statistician, Ron Pluck, marched and protested outside the 

Ministry of Arts, argued the case in Civil Service committee, and finally 

got our Public Lending Right Act as almost the last act of the Labour 

Government in 1979.

In the course of the campaign we had contacted European colleagues already 

enjoying PLR administered by their own collecting societies, an animal 

which didn’t exist for writers in Britain, or indeed for visual arts, although it 

did for musicians in the PRS and MCPS. We set out to change this by 

incorporating the ALCS in 1977, whose story has been told in Joyce Marlow's 

excellent history of the organisation. This time it was the losses to writers 

from photocopying that we had in our sights. A new Copyright Act in 1989, 

however imperfectly, recognised the need for creators in general to be able to 

receive remuneration from successive exploitations of their work as new 

technologies made it available to ever wider audiences. Our claim was, and 

still is, not compensation or subsidy, but payment for use.

The first fees that ALCS collected for UK writers were, appropriately, 

German PLR which our German colleagues had been unable to pass on to 

us for many years because we had no sister organisation to their VG Wort to 

receive and distribute it. Since then the ALCS has distributed money from 

abroad to UK writers for photo- and private copying, rental rights, cable 

 PLR AND AUTHORS' RIGHTS //
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retransmission and other broadcasting secondary rights, some of which are 

not available to us under UK law, and of course PLR.

Europe in particular, with the Commission’s series of harmonising directives 

in the field of copyright, has helped to sustain British writing and writers, 

most of whom may not be translated into other languages or published in the 

other English-speaking countries. This helps us to feel part of the worldwide 

fraternity of writers.

Unlike musicians and visual artists the medium we work in isn’t at first glance 

universal but fragmented into linguistic segments. The PLR family with its 

frequent meetings, and exchange of experiences and concerns, helps to 

combat the inevitable loneliness of the act of writing, often extended over 

several years of staring at a blank page and wondering if what we do is any 

good or has any purpose other than to massage our own egos. At least 

painters and sculptors can point to their work while musicians can invite 

others to play or listen. We can only point to a fraction of a work on a 

scribbled page or screen, unless it’s a poem. So when the PLR report comes 

through the letterbox or the cheque from somewhere in the world via the 

ALCS, we know that however small the sum someone somewhere out there 

loves us, and we can write another paragraph. 

© MAUREEN DUFFY
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How time flies. When PLR was introduced, just 28 years ago, computer 

technology hardly impinged on the world of books. Every library had its card 

index, browsers wandered the shelves in search of elusive titles and there was 

a strict, often handwritten, record of borrowings. The well-run library had a 

homely, comforting feel about it, a refuge from the office and factory where 

machinery ruled.

Well, that’s all over. Like it or not we are now – authors and readers – part of 

the digital revolution. Before long every book, in or out of copyright, will be 

embraced by keypad technology. Not only will it be a simple matter to 

download whole books but it will be just as easy to lift paragraphs from here 

and there to create what looks like a new publication. If this sounds unlikely 

think only on what has happened in the music industry where free 

reproduction – legal or otherwise – is standard practice.

The warning signs are plain enough in Google’s plan to scan five major 

research libraries including that of Stanford University which alone has eight 

million books. And this is only the start. Within ten years Google intends to 

offer up to thirty-two million titles on its database. Meanwhile, rivals Amazon 

and Microsoft are also digitising hundreds of thousands of books. Bill Gates 

predicts that Microsoft will soon be able to offer students an affordable 

handheld device containing all the books they need for their course. 

Eventually, readers will be able to follow the lead of music fans and simply 

digitise their own libraries.

What future then for PLR when library online takes precedence over hard 

print? Does downloading count as a loan and, if so, how will the number of 

on-screen borrowings be calculated? The issue is made yet more complex 

Barry Turner //
Prepare to be Digitised
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by the risk of the library itself, as a physical entity, becoming outmoded. 

Why trek down the road when books can be accessed by anyone with an 

Internet connection?

So many questions and, for the moment, so few answers. But for those who 

fear the disappearance of the printed book under a digital avalanche, there 

are words of comfort. Experience tells us that when a new medium of 

communication or entertainment comes along, however exciting and user 

friendly, it rarely does away with older rivals. On the contrary, competition 

can stimulate a rejuvenating burst of creativity. It happened when live theatre 

was threatened by the movies and again when television launched its attack 

on the cinema. Now television is having to reinvent itself as computer games 

and other laptop attractions bid for home audiences. It will be the same with 

the printed book. There may well emerge a different pattern of sales and 

borrowings as publishers adapt to an evolving market. But the printed book 

will not disappear. It is just as likely to gain strength.

Likewise the library. Worrying figures which show a decline in the number 

of borrowings and in the number of books purchased for public access are 

partly offset by a rise in the number of visits to libraries. As John Dolan of the 

Museums, Libraries and Archives Council has pointed out, ‘The library is 

the only open and free place in the community where learning and 

information resources are readily available.’ The prospect is of libraries 

providing an ever-widening range of services including, but not exclusively 

attached to, the printed book.

Thus the question for PLR is not whether it can survive (it will be with us 

as long as the printed book is with us) but whether it can extend its reach to 

BARRY TURNER //
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digital versions of copyright material. Technology is not the major problem. 

There are already in existence monitoring systems that can track the online 

access to books or parts of books. Ways will be found of avoiding detection 

but that is inevitable with any communication novelty. More to the 

immediate point, is PLR entitled to act on behalf of authors who expect to 

be compensated for digital borrowings of their books? After all, audio books 

have been omitted from the PLR brief. The Department for Culture might 

decide that digital books should be similarly excluded.

This would be a pity. Clearly there is a job to be done and the links between 

the library system and PLR are so close as to make an extension of its 

responsibilities a logical development. Yes, additional funding will be needed 

but since no one is arguing against the principle of PLR, the case for 

creating a stronger financial base for its activities must command attention. 

At a recent conference on the future of publishing hosted by Google in New 

York, Charles Darwin’s words of wisdom were projected on to a large screen. 

‘It is not the strongest of the species that survive, nor the most intelligent, but 

the ones most responsive to change.’

The message has been heard and understood at the home of PLR in 

Stockton-on-Tees. It’s down to us on the Committee to make sure the 

message gets through to Whitehall. 

© BARRY TURNER
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Danuta Kean //
Dreaming of having your book published?
There are some things you need to be aware of...

 Anyone who believes being an author is a pathway to riches is in for a rude 

awakening. Though the image of the starving writer scribbling away in their 

garret is dated, the average writer has seen their income drop from a measly 

£7,000 a year in 2000 (source: The Society of Authors) to £4,000, 

according to the latest research from the Authors' Licensing and Collecting 

Society. Although news headlines may trumpet six figure advances for debut 

novelists and high profile politicians, the reality is that most authors' 

advances are well below £10,000.

In the past 10 years rapid changes to the way books are sold have left authors' 

incomes squeezed with the gap between high earners and low earners 

widened to a gulf. According to ALCS, the top 10% now earn 50% of total 

author income and the bottom 50% take home less than 10%. The cause of 

this gulf lies chiefly in the hands of book retailers - supermarkets and chains 

– but is also down to the impact of the Richard & Judy book club.

In 1996 the Net Book Agreement was scrapped, and booksellers freed to 

buy market share on best-selling titles with deep discounts. The age of the 

'BOGOF', buy one get one free was born. Subsidised by publishers with 

one-off payments and the extra profit margins given by large retailers enables 

them to pile books high and sell them cheap. 

The vicious price war was exacerbated by Amazon's arrival in the UK. They 

used deep discounting on their vast range of titles to attract shoppers online. 

It worked, and, worried about losing market share to supermarkets and 

Amazon, the chains led by WH Smith and Waterstone's waded in with deep 

discounts of their own. They had little choice: the demise of Ottakar's in 

2006 was a direct result of the bloody high street price war.

28



 DREAMING OF HAVING YOUR BOOK PUBLISHED? //

While the drop in the average price of a bestseller appears to be good news 

for readers, it is less so for the average author who is at the wrong end of 

the cash flow funding retailers' pricing strategies. Prior to 1996, booksellers 

received discounts of about 40%. The cut-throat market now means the big 

players can demand margins as high as 65%. This has led the average price of 

a £6.99 paperback to drop well below £4 in supermarkets.

To pay for these knock-down prices, publishers exercised high discount 

clauses in authors' contracts, which kick in on large orders from supermarkets 

and chains. In 2003 Asda was demanding up to £40,000 from publishers 

for a place in its 'Five Star Promotions'. By early 2007, Waterstone's was 

reported by The Times to be demanding £45,000. On top of this publishers 

are expected to give retailers discounts of up to 60% in order to be promoted 

front of store. The alternative may be that their books are at best relegated to 

the back and at worst, they are only available on Amazon – if anyone bothers 

to look.

As a result, an author with a bestseller in Tesco or Waterstone's may only 

earn 7.5% as a royalty per sale through those shops. In the world of pile it 

high, sell it cheap, someone pays. Unfortunately for authors not in the league 

of JK Rowling and Ian Rankin, an appearance on the bestseller list does not 

mean they can give up the day job.

Two people hold sway over retailers. Their show's support for a book helps 

publishers negotiate better terms with bookshops. They are Richard Madeley 

and Judy Finnigan, whose book club has had a dramatic effect on sales of 

chosen titles. Sales of Joseph O'Connor's Star of The Sea lifted 300% after 

reviews on the show. Publishers are now desperate to find books that 'fit' the 
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Richard & Judy profile and when a literary agent feels they have something 

with potential, publishers fall over themselves to offer blue chip advances.

This has led to a tiny handful of 'lit-lite' novels commanding high advances, 

along with celebrity books that are quick to publish and easy to publicise. 

Coupled with the scramble for territory in the burgeoning children's market 

(book publishing is closer to spread betting than any other business) it means 

advances on anything that looks to have bestseller potential have rocketed. 

Although this is great news for the Zadie Smith's whose high advances earn 

out, it is less good news for those whose books fail to match publishers' – and 

retailers' – over-inflated expectations. The impact of this is twofold: authors 

who fail to live up to the hype are dropped before they can fulfil any potential 

as they are too expensive a risk; and there is less money in the pot for books 

editors feel might just break out. Does the latter matter? Yes. JK Rowling 

was reportedly only paid £2,000 for the first Harry Potter, and her UK 

publishers reputedly felt she was such a risk they refused to shell out a few 

hundred pounds more for world rights. Had they decided she was too risky 

to bother with (as had seven other publishers), a book that spotlighted the 

rich culture of children's literature in this country might not have appeared 

and many millions of young people who had never picked up books might not 

have been encouraged to read.

The need for authors to earn a decent living from their work cannot be 

underestimated. At £4,000 a year, the average UK author earns currently far 

less for their efforts than the person who swipes their book through the till in 

a store. 
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Authors are part of the cultural capital of the UK economy, yet their value 

is grossly under-estimated. The only figures available on the value of books 

to the cultural economy appear in The Work Foundation report (Staying 

Ahead: the economic performance of the             UK's creative industries). They 

show that in 2004 the publishing industry, including academic and journal 

publishing, had a GVA of £9.4bn and in 2005 employed 253,000.

As newspaper sales decline, the Work Foundation report noted that book 

production was increasing. The book industry has an impact on literacy, 

education, business, film, television and even the games market. But without 

authors it would have nothing.

Children's books have been responsible for some of the highest grossing 

film franchises this century – the Harry Potter franchise had already earned 

£2.24bn at box office by the time Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix 

opened in July 2007; the Lord of the Rings franchise earned £1.4bn; and even 

the Babe franchise, based on the books of Dick King-Smith took £161.6m at 

the box office. Books bring billions into the creative economy of Britain.

And behind all of them are authors. If they are unable to earn a decent living 

from work that is acknowledged as being of merit and of value to the 

economy because of demanding retailers and copyright theft, they may just 

give up all together. And who would blame them?  

© DANUTA KEAN 
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 What comes through strongly as writers talk, is the precarious nature of 

writing as a job, or for that matter creating anything, as a profession. What is 

also clear is that Public Lending Right is a vital component in the mix that 

generates income for writers, helping them to get up each morning and write. 

As writers go about their work they create the materials that we as consum-

ers depend on for reading whether it’s to learn, or just to enjoy, whether it’s 

to further our aspirations, or inspire our next thought or idea. And it’s those 

ideas that create more writing, that innovate and create new businesses. The 

economic contribution of writers is therefore significant, even if challenging 

to quantify.

What are less apparent in these pages are some commonly held consumer 

perceptions about writers. Maureen Duffy once noted that there was 'a 

romantic but convenient belief, that writers will always write because they 

must'. Writers write, not for romantic convenience but because it is their 

job and they need to earn a living. And in so doing they create the currency 

in which the creative economy deals; the currency that enables our creative 

economy to deliver 7.3% of GDP. 

As the internet burgeons as a source of information and communication it 

presents an opportunity as well as a threat for writers. There’s a growing 

perception that content on the world wide web is free; in many cases this is 

necessary and supports social development. However, there is one problem 

here – how do we ensure that writers can provide content and information in 

digital form whilst retaining their right to be paid for their work and 

safeguarding the integrity of the written word?

Editor's Wrap //
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'I have found PLR to offer outstanding service... prompt and efficient.' 

'First, I live and support a family entirely from my fluctuating income as 

a writer, and over the years PLR has been the one stable element in that 

income: often it literally pays the mortgage. Second, the loans figures give a 

reassuring glimpse of an unseen community of readers.' 

'Dwindling royalty earnings, thanks mainly to high discounting, has greatly 

increased the value of PLR payments ... an important part of core income.' 

'Very appreciative of the work of Brigid Brophy and other pioneers.' 

'A reduction in royalties by as much as 70% means PLR is no longer the 

cherry on top of the cake but forms a large slice of said cake.'

'I was able to use my PLR to demonstrate my library readership to a 

publisher, who is now re-issuing an out of print series of mine.'

The writing economy //

For 80% of PLR’s top earners, their annual PLR payment is core to their 

income (iii) // In 2004 publishing industry exports contributed £1.5 billion to 

the economy (ii) // A typical professional author has seen their income drop 

by £3000 pa since 2000 (i) // A typical writer earns an average of £4000 

pa - less than a supermarket check out assistant (i) // Almost 50% of UK 

households have broadband, but over 85% of UK authors are yet to receive 

payment for use of their work on the internet (i) // The top 10% of UK 

writers earn 50% of total income;  in other equally skilled professions the 

bottom 50% earn almost 40% of total income (i) // Nearly 80% of UK authors 

need a second job to survive (i) 

(i) ALCS research 2007 - What Are Wordsworth? 

(ii) Staying Ahead:  the economic performance of the UK’s creative 

industries – DCMS, 2007.  (iii) PLR author survey 06/07 

PLR authors on the scheme, 
libraries and the business of writing // 



 JIM PARKER, REGISTRAR PLR // Since 1991, as Registrar, he is 

responsible to the Department for Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) for 

administering the PLR scheme. He is supported by a small, committed and 

highly effective team operating from offices in Stockton-on-Tees. 

SIMON BRETT (FOREWORD), AND  PLR CHAIRMAN // is an 

award-winning crime novelist and scriptwriter as well as being Chair of 

the PLR Advisory Committee. This Committee advises the Registrar and 

Ministers at DCMS on the operation of the PLR scheme. He has recently 

been re-appointed as Chair for a further four years from August 2007.  

 MAUREEN DUFFY, AUTHOR // is a poet, novelist and literary 

biographer. She has campaigned tirelessly for authors’ rights for over four 

decades at home and abroad. She was instrumental in securing the 1979 

Public Lending Right Act and in establishing ALCS. 

BARRY TURNER, AUTHOR // is a member of the PLR Advisory 

Committee and chairs the PLR working group on digitisation. His writing 

includes biographies, contributions to the BBC and travel writing for The 

Times. He edits The Statesman’s Yearbook and The Writer’s Handbook. 

He was recently elected chair of the National Academy of Writing.

 DANUTA KEAN, AUTHOR // is a publishing commentator and 

journalist. She contributes to national press, BBC and Channel4 Radio. She 

edits the London Book Fair Magazine, writes regularly for the The Author 

and has also edited Myslexia magazine.   

Contributors //
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Further Information and Reading //

The references below guide you to a variety of 
information about Public Lending Right, authors’ 
rights, public libraries, the creative economy, 
government and culture and writers themselves. 
All this information is only a click away!

 Public Lending Right //
Richard House
Sorbonne Close
Stockton-on-Tees TS17 6DA
Tel 01642 604699
authorservices@plr.uk.com
www.plr.uk.com
www.plrinternational.com

Whose Loan is it Anyway?
Essays in celebration of PLR's 
20th anniversary (PLR, 1999)

Report on the Public Lending 
Right Scheme and Central 
Fund Account 2006-07 
(TSO, 2007) available on the 
PLR website

AUTHORS' RIGHTS

The Authors' Licensing & 
Collecting Society //
The Writers' House
13 Haydon Street
London EC3N 1DB
Tel 0207 264 5700
alcs@alcs.co.uk
www.alcs.co.uk

Joyce Marlow, The ALCS 
Story 1977-1997 (ALCS, 1997)

What are Wordsworth?  
(Research by ALCS, 2007) 

English PEN //
6-8 Amwell Street 
London EC1R 1UQ
Tel 0207 713 0023
enquiries@englishpen.org
www.englishpen.org

Royal Society of Literature //
Somerset House, Strand 
London WC2R 1LA
Tel 0207 845 4676
info@rslit.org  
www.rslit.org

Society of Authors //
84 Drayton Gardens
London SW10 9SB
Tel 0207 373 6642
info@societyofauthors.org
www.societyofauthors.org 
 
Writers' Guild 
of Great Britain //
15 Britannia Street
London WC1X 9JN      
Tel 0207 833 0777
admin@writersguild.org.uk
www.writersguild.org.uk

CREATORS' RIGHTS

Association 
of Photographers //
81 Leonard Street
London EC2A 4QS

Tel 0207 739 6669
general@aophoto.co.uk
www.the-aop.org 

Chartered Institute 
of Journalists //
2 Dock Offices
Surrey Quays Road 
London, SE16 2XU
Tel 0207 252 1187
memberservices@cioj.co.uk
www.cioj.co.uk

Design and Artists 
Copyright Society //
33 Great Sutton Street
London EC1V 0DX
Tel 0207 336 8811
info@dacs.org.uk
www.dacs.org.uk

Lionel Bentley, Between a 
Rock and a Hard place; the 
problems facing freelance 
creators in the UK media 
market-place. (Institute of 
Employment Rights, 2002)
 
National Union 
of Journalists //
Headland House 
308-312 Gray's Inn Road
London WC1X 8DP
tel 0207 278 7916
info@nuj.org.uk
www.nuj.org.uk

Performing Rights Society //
29/33 Berners Street
London W1T 3AB
Tel 0207 580 5544
www.mcps-prs-alliance.co.uk 
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PUBLIC LIBRARIES
 
Museums, Libraries and 
Archives Council //
Victoria House
Southampton Row
London WC1B 4EA
Tel 0207 273 1444
info@mla.gov.uk
www.mla.gov.uk

Chartered Institute of 
Library and Information 
Professionals //
7 Ridgmount Street
London WC1E 7AE
Tel 0207 255 0500
info@cilip.org.uk
www.cilip.org.uk 

GOVERNMENT

Department for Business, 
Enterprise and Regulatory 
Reform //
1 Victoria Street 
London SW1H 0ET
tel:  0207 215 5000
enquiries@berr.gsi.gov.uk
www.berr.gov.uk

Department for Children, 
Schools and Families //
Sanctuary Buildings
Great Smith Street
London SW1P 3BT
Tel 0870 000 2288
info@dcsf.gsi.gov.uk
www.dfes.gov.uk

Department for Culture, 
Media and Sport //
2-4 Cockspur Street

London SW1Y 5DH
tel: 0207 211 6200
enquiries@culture.gov.uk
www.culture.gov.uk

Department for Innovation, 
Universities and Skills //
UK Intellectual Property 
Office, Concept House
Cardiff Road
Newport NP10 8QQ
tel: 08459 500 505
copyright@patent.gov.uk
www.patent.gov.uk

Staying Ahead: the economic 
performance of the UK’s 
creative industries. 
Commissioned from 
The Work Foundation 2007 
by DCMS.

LITERACY and READING

Book Trust // 
Book House, 45  East Hill
London SW18 2QZ
Tel 0208 516 2977
query@booktrust.org.uk
www.booktrust.org.uk

National Literacy Trust //
68 South Lambeth Road
London     SW8 1RL
tel:  0207 587 1842
contact@literacytrust.org.uk
www.literacytrust.org.uk

The Reading Agency //
PO Box 96 
St. Albans  AL1 3WP
info@readingagency.org.uk
www.readingagency.org.uk 
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Public Lending Right invites writers to comment on the PLR Scheme 
its future priorities and the broader context of authors’ rights
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At Public Lending Right’s invitation, writers 
talk. They talk about the Scheme, what 
it means to them and the wider context 
of authors’ rights of which it is part; they 
comment on the digital age - the opportunity 
and threat it offers them and the possibilities 
for PLR; they explore the harsh commercial 
reality of writing for a living.   

Many writers depend on their PLR payment 
to survive - no surprise when a typical writer 
earns 33% less than the national average 
minimum wage.  

Like it or not we’re in the digital age. Our 
creative economy is booming as businesses 
proliferate offering new ways to access 
anything and everything, including the 
written word. It’s a time of great opportunity 
for writers. But are we looking after them?  
Can they still earn a living? If not, what will 
happen to those vital words, the currency on 
which so much of society and the creative 
economy depends?

Writers who talk:

ISBN 978 0 9545792 1 0

Published by the Registrar 
of Public Lending Right
Richard House, Sorbonne Close
Stockton-on-Tees TS17 6DA
www.plr.uk.com

WRITERS TALKDanuta Kean, Maureen Duffy 
Barry Turner, Simon Brett
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